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Absttact 

Although there have been no direct measurements of the compositton of the 
hot (keV) plasma at geosynchronous altitudes, the combination of other observa- 
tions lead to the conclusion that, at least during geomagnetically disturbed periods, 
there are st@ificant fluxes of ions heavier than protons in this regioh. Ion com- 
posttiof! measurements below 8000 km altitude she* upward streaming fluxes of 
both 0 and H+ ions in the L-regiozi of the geosynchronous orbit. These observa- 
tions are consistent with the conclusion that at least a portion of the total ion fluxes 
observed at  geosynchronous altitude to be highly peaked near the magnetic €ield 
lines are heavier thad protons and originate in the ionosphere. 

1. I?lT#bbt!CTIUN 

Quantitative measurements on the ion composition of the hot (keV) olasma near 
geosynchronous altitude have not yet been performed, Thus, the plasma composi- 
tion In this region of the magnetosphere must be inferred primarily Frbm eomposi- 
tion Information obtained at other locattons ln the magnetosphere. Prlor to the 
work of Shelley et a1 1 i t  was generally believed (or  assumed) that the dominant ion 
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species in the hot magnetospheric plawmn was always hydrogen (H') nnd that tho 
source of the lone WQR tho solar wind. There i s  incroasing evidence that encrfletic 
oxygen (0 ) and helium (Hef)  tone of ionovphortc origin a r e  frequently signlficent 
components In the hot plasma ard that during ~eomegnetically disturbed eontfitions 
Q ions may be the dominant hot plasma ions in some regions of the magnetosphere. 
Satellite measuretncnts at low eltitudcd (near 800 km) during magnctic sitarms have 
shown that large fluxes of 0' ions in the energy range 0.7-12 keV a r e  precipitated 
along with H ions from the magnetosphere at magnetic L-shells corresponding to 

the regicn of geosytlchronous altitude. 2, 3, Satellite measurements at intetmed- 
iate altitudes (near 8000 km) have shown that large fluxes of 0' and H' ions in the 
kev range a r e  being accelerated out of the ionodphere and injected into the magneto- 
sphere over a wide range of magrietic L-shells. % % ? Undel' certain impulsive 
magnetospheric conditions which produce velocity dispersion of the trapped ions, 
measurements at geosynchronous altitude indicate that ions heavier than protons 
are present in the kilovolt energy range. Thus, it appears likely that significant 
fluxes of ions other than protons a r e  present near geosynchronous altitude at least 
for  some magnetospheric conditions. Ifr this paper, dlscussibn of the composition 
of the hot plasma is limited to particle energies less than 50 keV aince the dominant 
plasma density and energy near geosynchronous altitude is produced by particles 
in this energy range. Composition measurements at higher energies and their 
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importance to magnetospheric processes have recently been reviewed. 9 

The importance of knowing the ion composilion of the plasma and the detailed 
energy and angular distrihutibns of the ion species for modeling the secondary 
emission effects, current balance, sheath characteristics, etc., during space- 
craft  charging events is  discussed in several other papers in this proceeding and 
w i l l  not be reviewed in this paper. However, for highly anisotropic ion fluxes and 
certain spacecraft configurations it is possible to have limited regions of a space- 
craft acquire a large positive potential with respect to the plasma, in contrast to 
the large negative potential generally observed and discussed. This possibiltty of 
large positive potentials will be discussed in conjunction with the observations of 
intense ion fluxes aligned nearly parallel with the geomagnetic field direction. 

For the purpose of the present discussion, the information presented on the 
composition of the hot plasma in the magnetosphere will be divided into the three 
general categories of low, intermediate, end high altitude satellite measurements. 
The reported observations and plasma composition results in these altitude regions 
are briefly reviewed and lheir significance to the geosynchronous altitude environ- 
ment is discussed. 
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?he most extensive measurements on the composition of the hot magneto- 
spheric plasma have been obtained with an ion mass spectrometer aboard the 
polar orbitilig ls'Ii-Ob9A satellite dear 800 km. The satellite was three-axis 
stabilized with one axis always alilfied liear the earth's radius vector. The ibn 
mass spectrometer was oriented at 550 to the zenith and thus nearly always sani- 
pled ions precipitating frrbm the magnetosphere into the atmoephere. The spec- 
trdmeter covered the energy radge Prom 0.7 to 12 keV arid the mass range €rom 
I to 32 AMtJ and the data were acquired primarily during the period from Octobet' 
1971 to December 1972. 

The most prominent ion observed other than H+ w a s  0'- The 0' intensities 
were largest during principal magnetic s torms 4 but significant fluxes were also 

made and reported in the literature. 2, Figure 1 from Shelley et a!' shows H + 

observed duriqg magnetic Substorms. lo A detailed study of the molphblogy of the 
0' ions during the rather classic! 11-18 December 1971 niagtietic s torm has been 

and 0' data from 6 consecutive $atellike traversals of the nightside (0300 1,T) high 
latitude regions during the main phase of the storm. ?he ordinate is approximately 
proportional to the integral number flux in the instrument otiergy range Prom 0. ? 

to 12 keV. The pririeipal features of note are: (1) the C)' fluxes at L-shells (near 
L = 6.6, hL = 67') corresponding to geosynchronous altitude can tie comparable in 
intehaitp to the 8' fluxes, (2) the latitudinal dietributiohs oP both species have 
signiEicant structure and vary from pass to pass, and (3) at a given location the 
relative compoBition of the flux changes from pass to pass. 

The 16cations in magnetic latitude OP the 0' and H+ precipitation regions 
throughout the time pet'iod of the magnetic s torm are shown ih Figure 2. 

integral ehergy flux of the 0' and H' ions was computed over the latitudinal range 
40' e AL < 80' and the circle for  the He ions and the square for the 0' ions in 
Figure 2 represents the 50 percent poifit in the zone integral with the bars repre-  
senting the 10 percent and 90 percent point; in the same integral. From this figure 
it is seen that significant 0' precipitation is frequently occurring during the s torm 
at  magnetic latitudes (near hL = 67') corresponding to the geosynchronous altitude. 

The latitudinal dependence of the average precipitation intensity during the 
ehtlre period of the s torm (0532 UT on 17December to 1146 UT on 18 December) 
is shown in Figure 3. It ie seen that at maghetic latltu?es near 67 degrees the 0' 
and HS fluxes are comparable when everaged over the s torm and that the 0' ion 
intensities exceed the proton intensitles below 65' magnetic latitude. 

highly variable at all magnetic latitudes. 
the'ineasured energy range during the storm-time period l 3  shown in Figure 4 and 

The 

The energy distributions of the precipitating 0' and H+ ions were found to be 

The average energy for the 0' ions ln 
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Figure 1. Ion Fluxes During the 17 December 1871 Magnetlc Storm 
(From Shelley et a l l )  
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Figure 2.  Locations of €he Precipi- 
tatioh Zones of O+ and H+ ions 
During the 17-18 December Ma net- 
ic  Storm (From Jahnson et  ,116 

DEC. 17. 1971 I DEC. 18. 1971 , . . . . I .  

UT 

Figure 3. Latitudinal 'Jariation Of  the 
Energy Flux of 0' and H+ Ions During 
the Time Period 0532 UT 6rl 17 Decem- 
ber to 1146 U T  on 18 
(From Johnson et a l l  ) 
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Figure 4.  Latitudinal V$riation of 
the Average Energy of 0 Ions Dur- 
in the Time Period Shown in Figure 
2 t From Johnson e t  all0) - 5  
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is seen to be about 5 kelrlrebr the ma@lneti& latitudes apprapriate to the $eos)nch- 
ronous lac&tiotr. 

storms, a synoptic study was made of data from one year's opefation of the ener- 
getie Lon mass spectrometer aboard the 1971-08OA satellite. Data were utilized 
from three orbit$ in each of eleven principal niagnetic Storms during the Period 
from December 1931 to Hbvember 1972. 0' ibn pfecipitatioh wad observed during 
each of the stbrrrls. The latitudinal extent and local magnetic time didtributiorl of 
the 0' regions a r e  S b w n  in Figure 5 h m  Shelley et al. * The dot indicates the 

To assess the loeal time dependence of the 0' precipitatton duping maghetic 

2460 

L l t  

Figure 5. Polar Plot in Invariant Latitude and lhgnet tc  Local Time of the 
Pegtons OP Operved  0' Precipitation %ring 11 Major Storms (From 
bhelley et a l  1 
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position of the maximum flux intehsity during each pass and the lines indicate the 
position of the pass during which the flux was above the spectrometer sensitivity 

5 .t 
threshold of about 2 x 10 ions/cm2-sec-sr. From these data, i t  is scen that 0 
fluxes were frequently observed at the geosynchronous I,-shells at  essentially all 
local times, except for possibly a few hours near 1200 local magnetic time. The 
peak fluxes were typically in the range 5 x 10 to 4 Y 10 /rtn2-sec-sr.  The 0' 
peak intensities near noon were found to be, oli the Werage, about a factor of ten 
lower than near the midnight sector. 

association with magnetic substoriris. 
3 Y 16 to 3 Y 10 ions/cm2-sec-st. and were obsetved at L-shells corresponding 
to the geospichrdhous altitude. 

satellite on L-shells corresponding to geosynchrono~is altitude. ", l2 The €le+ and 
He'+ fluxes were observed much less frequently than the 0' fluxes and their 
intensities wer'e rhuch less  than those typically observed tor the 0 ions during 
xhagnetic gtdrms. However, based an iod lifetime considerations Tinsley l3  and 
Lyons and Eha~Is'~ conclude that He' is most likely the dominant idn ih the late- 
time ring current.. 

5 7 

4 

Precipitating 0' fluxes have been observed with the same spectrometer in 
The peak intensities were in the range of 

5 6 

Precipitating fiuxes of He' and He'' welie algo observed with the 1971-089A 

+ 

Rocket measuretnents with ion mass spectrometers at altitudes below 1000 km ++ .c 
have also shown the presence of energetic He 
sphere. 15, l 6  These measurements have been fiade near Ft. Churchill, Canada 
and thus have been limited to the high magnetic latitudes near L = 9. 

and 0 ions in the ma@eto- 

Preliminary results a r e  now available from an energetic ion mass spectrom- 
eter experiment aboard the spacecraft 1976-65B which is ih an elliptiqil polar 
orbit with apogee near 8000 km. ' The spacecraft is spinning and provides for the 
first time detsiled pitch angle distriblrtion measurements with identifiable masu- 
per -uhit -charge. The experiment covers the enetgy-per-udit -charge: range from 
0.5 to 16 k@V ahd the mass range from 1 to 150 AMU. 

0' and H+ ions are frequently observed streamihg upward along magnetlc field 
lines with intensities of both 0' and H' often fouhd to be near 10 8 ions/cm 2 -sec-sr. 

The upward streaming ions have been observed over all the local magnetic time 
range thus far examined from 0900 to 2200 hours. The latitude distributions of 
these tom have not been determined in detail but during magnettc s torms upward 
slreami.ig fluxes in the evening sector a r e  frequently observed In the range or 65' 
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to 76' maghetic latitude, thus spanning the L-shell regions at geosynchranous 
altitude. Duririg the 24 August 1976 magnetic storm, upward streaming 11' and 0' 
fluxes were observed continuously over a latitudinal cxteht of sevepal hundred 
kilometers. The ehergy distributions of the ions extended to at least 8.5 keVand 
the 0' energy spectrums were frequehtly harder than the 8' spectrutns. 
upward streaming ion fluxes are observed during quiet as  w e l l  BY disturbed mag- 
rietic periods. 

The angular distributions ot the upstreaming ions are often sharply peaked 
along the magnetic field lined. A typical example of this5 is shown in Figure 6 fbr 
a segment of data acquired in the northern auroral region at a local time of about 
21 hours on 13 July 19?6.. The relative flux ihtensities or the 0' and €I+ ions are 
plotted versus tilile and can be compared with the lobk direction of the inritrutneht 
relative to the magnetic field direction (upper panel) as determined from the on- 
board magnetometer. The energy-per-wit-charge of the measured ions is also 
indicated above the 0' panel. One cari readily see the sharply peaked ahgular 
distributions of both the 0' arid H+ iotls. The peak upstreaming 0' fiw obserwd 
corresponds to about 10 ions/cx?-sec-sr-keK The lowest panel shows the 
response of the electron detector which sampled the energy range 0.35 5 E 5 1.13 
keV. The deep minima in the electron flux at pitch angles corresponding to the: 
atmospheric lbss cones a r e  clearly e l i d e d  at the same locations as the ion peaks. 

The foregoing type of axigcllar distributions for the ions and electrbns could 
lead to a net positive upward streaming flUx at  angles near the magnetic field 
direction. If an anistropic nux of this type is incident on a spacecraft with a hole 
in the outer skin, then a noncohducting surface on a coniponent ihside the skin and 
on the saMe magnetic field line as the hole, wi l l  become positively charged pro- 
viding the hole subtends an angle ;ram the component surface equal to o r  less than 
the pitch angle range over which the positive ion flux is larger than the electron 
dux. Assuming that the electron flux is higher than the ion flux 8t the larger pitch 
angles (which is typical), then a large negative potential could be formed on the 
component sutface adjacent to a large pbsitlve potential, This configuration is 
illustrated schematically in Figure 7, and to simplify this example, the secondary 
electron emission from the surface is assumed to be negligible. The surface 
position L on the compoheht lies dong  the mametic field line through the hole in 
the spacecraft skih. Angles l 1  and l 2  are taken to be less than the pitch angle 
range over which the ion flux ts greater than the electton flux so that a positivi? 
pbtentiai @ill occur at position L. Position N illustrates a surface region at angles 
between n1 and n2 to the magnetic field direction where the electron flux fs larger 

The 
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Figure 6. Data Ptom Revohtion 35 oh July 13, 1976. 
THk upper pdnd shows the pitch angle of the center of 
the iristrument fteld of vtew,. The two center panels 
show data from the mass spectrometer at the indicated 
energies, and the lo\trer panel shows electron fluxes in 
the energy range from 0.35 to 1. 13 keV. The relative 
tempore1 preckton of the plots is about one second 
(from Shelley et a15) 
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PINHbLt C A M R A  CHARGI~UC f f fEC1  
IN ANISOTRbPIC tlol PLASMAS 

M (ZERO POTENTlALl 

N (NEGATIVE POTENTI ALl 

SPACECRAFT C~~IPONENT I LMACNElIC FIELD 
0 l RECTI ON 

A l r -  
Figtlre 7. 
Pinhole Camera Charging Effect in Anisotropic Hot Plasmas 

ScHematic Drawing Illustrating the Geometry for the 

than the ion Flux. At this position a negative potential wi l l  occur. A t  some posi- 
tion, M, between N and L the electron and ion fluxes w i l l  be equal and a zero 
potential wi l l  occur. It can be seen that the surfake charging at each position on 
the surface is related to the pitch angles subtended at the hole in the skin and thus, 
in andogy to pinhole cameras for  electromagnetic radiations, this w i l l  be referred 
to as  the "pinhole camera charging effect." Although it has been illustrated for a 
net positive flux along the field line, an anisotropic electron flux wi l l  also produce 
a potential gradient across  the surface in essentially the same way. Another case 
to consider in relation to the pinhole camera charging effect is the one in which 
the spacecraft skin is charged highly negative. In this case, the anisotropic ion 
flux could be produked by the acceleration of the ions along the field line by the 
spacecraft surface potential, while the electron flux reaching the spacecraft su r-  
face at angles near the magnetic field direction is reduced oy the negative potential 
of the surface. 

Extensive measurements on the electron and total ion characteristtcs of the 
hot plasma at geosyirchronous altitude have been made with instruments aboard the 
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ATS-3 nnd ATS- 6 satellites. Although the Instrumentation could not distih- 
@ish the ton apectes, analysts of bouncing clusfefs of ions d u r h g  some types of 
transient events can provide information on the iofi masses. In two cases, 
McIllwaid reports that the data a r e  best ftt if tJe+ o r  0' icns are assumed tor the 
cluster ions, but quantttative values for the fluxes are not reported. 

fluxes below 10 kev a r e  ofted enhanced at small pitch angles. 

It is seen that the enhancement extends to 6 .2  keVand to pitch angles w e l l  outaide 
the region of the atmospheric loss cone of about 5'. Enhancement or the ions at 
small  pitch angles at synchronous altitude is consistent with the cohtinued upward 
flow of the upward streaniing isnospheric ions ooserved at lo*er altitudes m d  
discusded. in the preceding section. Thus, it is reasonable to expect similar ion 
coniposition in the peaked ion fluxes at sywhrbnous altitude as is found in the up- 

8 

Angular distrtbution measurements on the ATS- 6  satellite show that the ion 

An example 
of this enhancement is showh in Figure 8 from the paper by Mauk and McIllwain. 19 

ward flowing ions on the same L-shells at  the lower altitudes. 

gOl------ 

. 

. . .  . 
ION "INJECTION" 0 .  

JULY 20,1974 
0700 - 0730 UT 

1 

Figure 8. Ion Pttch Angle Distributions as Measured 
bn the ATS-6 Synchronous Satellite During an ion Inje - 
tion Event on 20 July 1974 (From hauk  and hclllwatn € @) 
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8 MeIllwatn also liotes that simultaneous ion and Blbctron field-aligned bcatns 
at the higher energtes do not seem to occur. Thus, the pinhole camera chargthg 
effect dtscussed in the previous sectton may be particularly applicable near gco- 
synchronou!i altitudes. 

Plasma composition measurements at low altitudes show that relatively lai-ge + fluxes of 0' ions as well as H ions a rb  precipitated from the magnetosphere at 
magrletic L-shells corresponding to geosyrichronous altitude. Upward streaming 
0 and H+ ions from the ionosphere a r e  also observed on field lines threading the 
geosytlchronous locatioh. Observations at synthronous altitude of ion fluxes highly 
peaked at small pitch angles are consistent with the ionosphere as the source of 
the ions. Thus, althc*.igh there arb no definitive measurements of the composition 
of the hot plasma near geosynchronous altitude, other observations strongly support 
the conclusion that at least during magnetic s torms significant fluxes of ions heavier 
than protons a r e  also present there. 

+ 
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